
 

Chota Bheem is one of India’s most iconic animated characters. He stars in his own cartoon series where he takes on various
heroic adventures, fighting enemies and saving the day. The series has also been dubbed into multiple foreign languages
including Tamil, Hindi, Telugu and Indonesian. The latest season to air on Cartoon Network India is “Chota bheem Master of
Shaolin” which sees Chotta Bheem learning martial arts from the Shaolin Temple monks. It features 12 new episodes with 8-12
minutes running time each so it can easily be watched in a day or two time slot. Chota Bheem Master of Shaolin Season 7 is
different from the earlier seasons with the main villain being the "Red Cloud" (Momon) who has kidnapped Bheem's daughter
Vibhishti. Other new characters this season are Arjuna (Bheem's brother), Raja (son of princess Anjali who will lead the army
on their quest to defeat Red Cloud) and Somwarpet - Chotta Bheem's mother. The action is more spectacular than ever with
some amazing fight sequences, which includes sword fighting, aerial combat, hand-to-hand combat, some spectacular stunts and
some humourous humour. This season of Chotta Bheem will bring back the fans to this series.

The story is about a flying school of parrots, led by a cunning parrot named King Kaalu. Chota Bheem and his friends had a bad
fight with King Kaalu, which resulted in King Kaalu's capture by super cop Raja. The egoistic parrot refused to reveal where he
kept the treasure he stole from the temple. He was kept in prison for years until super cop Raja decided to release him for his
own interest, without informing anyone. Chota Bheem along with his friends Narad Muni, Khatri and others try to free King
Kaalu from the prison. This season also sees the return of some old characters, namely, Prince Akbar's wife Razma, Prince
Akshay Kumar, Prince Raja Surya Singh, Princess Anjali and Somwarpet.

Chotta Bheem is the most popular cartoon on Indian Television. The series also airs on British children's TV channel CBeebies.
The series is dubbed based on its pilot in Hindi in different languages of South Asia including Hindi, Tamil ,Telugu , Bengali .
The series was dubbed from Hindi language in Telugu,Tamil and Bengali. In Indonesia, the series dubbed in Bahasa Indonesia
with title "Chota Bheem Dapat Shaolin Kung Fu" with the voices of Satria Dewantara and Rizka Solehah. In Pakistan , it airs on
A-One TV under title "Chota Bheem: Master of Shaolin". In Bangladesh, the series is broadcast on Sonapatri TV and Uppu
Akash under title "Bheems: Shaolin Master". The series also airs on Channel V (India) and MTV (South Asia). The complete
season 1-7 dubbed versions are available in HD on Cartoon Network India.
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